
Creating Rock Solid 
Boundaries (and Policies) in 

Your Business
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Why Have Strong Boundaries and Policies?
● So you run a tight ship

● So you’re positioned appropriately

● So you more “cleanly” manifest

● So you save yourself heartache



1) BOUNDARY BASICS
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By setting healthy boundaries, the 
people who don’t have the resources 
to be honest and respectful and care 
for others, won’t want to be around 

you. 
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Another really important thing to 
understand: You may have believed 

that people are going to treat you 
how you treat them. That’s a false 

premise. It’s not true.
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To set good boundaries, you need 
conviction. You also need to be clear. 
This is about reclaiming your power
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EXAMPLE SCENARIO
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1. Currently, what’s the problem?

Example: My VA keeps forgetting to 
pre-schedule social posts 
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2.  Have I already shared what I prefer in 
this situation?

Example: I’ve been passive aggressive. I 
email her and let her know I’m not happy 

she keeps dropping the ball
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3.  What is it that I want?

Example: I want my social platforms 
updated in a timely manner. I want a 

working relationship that is effective and 
open
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4.  What are the qualities and values that 
I’m saying YES to?

Example: Collaboration in the business. 
Personal responsibility. Clear 

communication
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5.  What kind of behavior(s) makes what I 
want really hard to accomplish?

Example: Forgetting to schedule social 
posts makes marketing and attracting 

clients harder. It makes the relationship 
feel anything BUT collaborative
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6.  What do I want the other person to do 
or not do?

Example: Post the social media updates 
in a timely manner as I’ve indicated
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7.  What consequence am I ready and 
willing to enforce if they don’t change 

their behavior?

Example: I will tell them that if this 
forgetfulness continues, they will be let 

go
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8.  Create a boundary statement out of 
these answers: 

Example: If you: Forget to post the social 
media updates 

Then I will: Tell them that if this 
forgetfulness continues, they will be let 

go
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9.  How does this statement convey your values 
and allow you to stand in your power? 

Example: I am taking a stand for social media 
posts to be posted in a timely manner. I am 

encouraging collaboration in the business. I am 
refusing to be a victim in this situation, and I’m 

not being passive aggressive
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10.  What will help you remember how the other 
person feels and thinks about your boundary is 

fully up to them?

Example: My VA has the power to choose how 
they will respond to my boundary
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2) RIGHTFIT CLIENTS
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SGC Example:

Our best client relationships are crucial to our 
company’s ongoing financial success. Having 

standards and criteria for filtering prospects so our 
client base is made up of only A+ clients and 

customers who appreciate the value we create and 
will help us grow is of utmost importance. 
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Characteristics, Personality, What They 
Seek, WrongFit description
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3) CLIENT MANAGEMENT
A.K.A. Getting Your Clients to Behave ☺
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1. Start by making a list of standards and 
boundaries for yourself about who you 

will and won’t work with
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2. Create a Welcome Packet for new 
clients so that they prepare a few things 

to make your time together more 
effective.
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3. Have an assistant who handles 
logistics and give them their contact 

information. It sets the tone from the 
beginning -  your assistant becomes the 
“bad” cop and you’re the “good” cop. 
The assistant upholds the boundaries.
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4) PROGRAM GUIDELINES
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A recap of what you get in the program
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Guidelines around response times
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Facebook Group guidelines
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Distinguishing between a 1:1 program, 
done for you service, and group program
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Guidelines around values and integrity
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Guidelines around seeking other group 
members’ services
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5) TIME BOUNDARIES
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You have the capacity for a greater level of 
implementation without struggle. It’s 

about making different choices
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The things that keep most people busy are 
not their life’s work, or not important things. 

Ask yourself: Am I busy with the important 
things? Sometimes you need to put blinders 

on and put a pause on everything else
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If you make personal productivity your 
priority, even if it’s inconvenient or hard or 

you don’t feel like it, it will create confidence
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Being a disciplined entrepreneur comes 
down to: 1. Intention 2. Focus 3. Discipline
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Everyone else’s agenda is not your agenda
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Progress, not perfection. Today is the line in 
the sand where you make a commitment to 

yourself to recommit to yourself to achieving 
what you want to achieve
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“Biz Dev” days

Take it to the next level with the Extra 
Workday Advantage
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80% approach: get it to 80% then hand it off
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6) PAYMENT POLICIES
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No services rendered until payment 
received
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Have people pay ahead of time 
(subscription payment plans)
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Bottom line: Keep yourself from the vibe 
of CHASING money 
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Next Step...



Thank You! <3 
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